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Dear Claiborne:

Thanks to your kind support and the able efforts of Livingston Biddle, David was very pleasantly received at the National Endowment for the Humanities in his effort to join their staff.

Over the past several months they have been encouraging, but owing to financial limitations or lack of approved positions, or both, the matter has dragged on so that we have become rather discouraged at the prospect of anything happening for quite a while.

After all you've done already, I'm reluctant to trouble you again, but David is so well qualified and so interested in this field of work, that it occurred to me that a member of your staff might be willing to inquire at the Endowment about the realistic possibilities there and let me know.

You have all my best wishes in your campaign for a well-deserved success, and if there's anything further I can do to help, I'd be glad to try!

Sincerely,

Robert G. Cleveland

The Honorable
Claiborne Pell
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510